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 It is our utmost desire that the information given in this white paper is accurate, up to date
and all the products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, company timelines,
moreover, all these materials could have changed without any notice and they can never be
considered a binding agreement of the professional advice. This white paper does not
bound any individual to enter into any contract or enter into any binding legal commitment
to the contribution. This white paper also does not constitute any form or any part of any
opinion which can be considered advice, or which can sell, or which can solicit any offer by
Trillions to purchase our token nor shall it be considered a part of any effect which can be
used for the formation of contract or investment decision. This white paper also does not
have any capacity to bind any person to enter into any contract or consider it a binding legal
commitment to the contribution of the whitepaper. Even no sales and even no
cryptocurrency or any other form of any payment can never be accepted based on this white
paper. Although the participation eligibility has not been finalized yet it can announce very
clearly that the eligibility in this blockchain future sales events may vary from country to
country and from different citizenships to different citizenships and from different resident
ships to resident ships. But be sure that any advancement or any date or any new
information of this token will be made available for the private and public contributors. It is
also announced that the white paper has not been examined by any regulatory authority
and it has not been approved by any legal firm so the information given in this white paper
cannot be taken under the laws or any regulatory authority or any rules of any jurisdiction. It
is hereby announced that its publication, its distribution, its dissemination do not imply the
applicable laws, the regulatory requirements, and the available rules

L E GA L  D I S C L A IM E R

W H I T E  P A P E R



Cornatto coin is a decentralized platform for buyers and investors. Cornatto Coin is cryptographic

money on the Binance Smart Chain and is a decentralized self-governing association (DAO)

which is an open-source blockchain convention administered by an assortment of rules created

by its chosen agents that mechanize certain conduct without the utilization of delegates. The

system urges token holders to clutch their tokens to acquire charges from the exchanges

available, which depends on the rate indicated in the agreement and ward on the absolute tokens

held by the proprietor. Cornatto Coin is likewise one of a kind in the commercial center as we

don't utilize a manual consume wallet (which means the designer doesn't control a huge part of

tokens that can adversely affect the commercial center) and our local area invests heavily in our

great symbolic dispersion.

W H I T E  P A P E R

P R E S EN T I NG

CORNA T TO  CO I N :



At Cornatto Coin, we comprehend that ordinary individuals are restricted to have the option to

head out to where the backing is required most. Our central goal to give an interesting stage

permitting our financial backers to decide to have various means of security and options for

giving and receiving payments that make their platform increasingly valuable, constructing a

local area of financial backers that work as one to add a scope of payment gateways that is our

aim to provide them monetary flexibility. We perceive that cryptographic forms of money are

changing the game for helpful endeavors with their remarkable flexibility, availability, and

developing financial backer base, Cornatto Coin will be at the cutting edge of this advancement

and will offer our local area the chance to help advantageous purposes across the globe.

OUR  M I S S I ON  

W H I T E  P A P E R



Blockchain, at times alluded to as Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT), Blockchain is an

arrangement of recording data that makes it troublesome or difficult to change, hack, or cheat the

framework. Blockchain is a decentralized public organization that permits individuals and

organizations to store and safely move data and cash quickly. A blockchain is an advanced record

of exchanges that are copied and disseminated across the whole organization of PC frameworks

on the blockchain. Every one of these squares of information (for example block) is gotten and

bound to one another utilizing cryptographic standards (for example chain). It is a kind of DLT

wherein exchanges are recorded with a permanent cryptographic mark called a hash. 

The innovation most digital currencies are based on, and it's currently likewise being utilized for

some different applications. 

The general purpose of utilizing a blockchain is to let individuals — specifically, individuals who

don't confide in each other — share significant information in a protected, carefully designed way

A  NEW  I N T E RN E T

T E CHNOLOGY

B LOCKCHA I N
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Tron is a blockchain-based decentralized stage that means to construct a free, worldwide

computerized content theater setup with appropriated capacity innovation, and permits simple

and practical sharing of advanced substance. Utilizing the blockchain and its decentralized

brilliant agreement capacity, the possibility of Tron is that clients will encounter a decentralized

web where "brokers, for example, Google and Facebook are not required for clients to get to the

content. The TRON convention runs on a Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) Governance Model.

This permits clients to perform exchanges with near zero-expense while as yet being safe

towards exchange spam. 

Exchanges on the Tron Blockchain are kept up by a consortium of Super Representatives (SR)

that are cast a ballot in by TRX holders who have secured their stake as Tron Power 

The entirety of this has given Tron the possibility to ascend high, rapidly, and assemble a great

deal of help and interest from all sides. Since TRON empowers savvy agreements to be sent and

executed, the chances of utility applications are limitless. 

S T ANDARD S  
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H I GH - TH ROUGHPU T  

High throughput is accomplished by improving the TPS in TRON, which has outperformed Bitcoin

and Ethereum, to every day utilize a commonsense degree. 

H I GH -ACC E S S I B I L I T Y  

H I GH -V E R S A T I L I T Y  

Applications are given a more extensive assortment of approaches to be sent in TRON as a result

of its adaptability and profoundly powerful savvy contract. It can uphold tremendous quantities of

clients. 

More dependable organization structure, client resource, inborn worth and a more significant

level of decentralization agreement accompany an improved prizes appropriation component

W H I T E  P A P E R



A smart contract is an agreement between two people in the form of a computer code. They run

on the blockchain, so they are stored on a public database and cannot be changed. The

transactions that happen in a smart contract are processed by the blockchain, which means they

can be sent automatically without a third party. Our Platform Cornatto Coin utilizes this method to

ensure our peers about their contract safety from third parties which helps us to put them at ease,

which is very necessary so that our users can do their business without fear. The typical use of this

platform is to automate the execution of an agreement so that all participants can be immediately

certain of the outcome, without an intermediary’s involvement or time loss. They can also

automate a workflow, triggering the next action when conditions are met.

SMAR T

CONT R AC T S :

W H I T E  P A P E R



Cornatto Coin Coin gives a decentralized stage to their clients who can stake and acquire the

coins with open-source distributed digital money which will permit every one of the purchasers

and merchants to exchange their coins without obstruction or to execute exchanges without the

requirement for middle people online safely and secretly. This decentralized design permits them

to exist outside the control of governments and focal specialists and it is an open-source stage

where the source code is made uninhibitedly accessible and might be rearranged and adjusted

by the prerequisite of the client. A decentralized digital money trade empowers direct exchanges

utilizing these coins and takes out outsider impedance, similar to family specialists, clinics, or

other enormous companies.

D EC EN T R A L I Z A T I ON

O P EN  SOU RC E

COD E / P 2 P

N E TWORK :

This decentralized structure allows them to exist outside the control of governments and central

authorities and it is an open-source platform where the source code is made freely available and

may be redistributed and modified according to the requirement of the user. As the source code

of an open-source program can be modified by anyone without any license to do the same, this is

also free to download. thus improving the transparency of the entire system. Everyone is on a P2P

network, and everyone has a computer running, therefore, even if one peer goes down, the other

peers still work. Judging by its success and increased use, it seems that Blockchain is poised to

rule the digital world of the near future.

W H I T E  P A P E R



 Fiat cash is money that doesn't have any characteristic worth as it isn't supported by an actual

product and is generally made of useless or low-esteem material (like a little piece of paper). All

things being equal, fiat cash is broadly acknowledged as a method for payment. The fiat esteem is

exceptionally subject to an aggregate understanding that it has market esteem and might be

utilized as a mechanism of trade, with a characteristic buying power.Cornatto Coin through

Binance gives different Fiat Payment Methods and permits clients to pick the comparing ones

dependent on their monetary standards or locales.

F I A T :

W H I T E  P A P E R



Cornatto Coin works through TRON decentralized stage and for swapping i.e, purchase, selling,

contributing it utilizing JustSwap. It is a TRON-based computerized liquidity convention that

permits clients to trade CNC(Cornatto Coin) with TRC20 tokens immediately in a decentralized

way. JustSwap was dispatched by JUST which is an establishment resolved to foster TRON-

based Defi conventions and investigate the capability of DeFi on the TRON organization.

To utilize JustSwap you need to have a TronLink Wallet. The stage is simply conceivable to utilize if

you interface with a TronLink Wallet. 

Stage 1: Connect your TronLink wallet to JustSwap 

Stage 2: Swapping Coin on JustSwap

HOW  DO  I

P U R CHA S E  CNC ?  

W H I T E  P A P E R



INSTANT KYC AUTHENTIFICATION

INSTANT DEPOSIT & WITHDRAWAL

LOWEST TRADING FEE

REFERRAL AND REWARD PROGRAM

TRADE ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

BUY BITCOIN AND CRYPTO INSTANTLY

ULTRA-SECURE PLATFORM

FAST & ROBUST TECHNOLOGY

SUPPORT THAT WOWS

Koinbazar is one of India's driving cryptographic money trade that upholds Vitae and numerous

other crypto coins. Stores can be made rapidly through bank move and offer "Moment Deposit".

With the Instant Deposit, clients can now in a flash store Indian Rupee (INR) to their Koinbazar

wallet and begin to purchase Vitae. Cornatto Coin gives another stage for the trade of digital

currencies and fiat too. Cornatto Coin is likewise recorded with Koin bazar not for just trade

purposes yet for some adaptable reasons which are client arranged as:

CAN  WE

EXCHANG E  V I A

KO I N B A Z A R ?

W H I T E  P A P E R



Cornatto Coin provides various methods and opportunities for payment via cryptocurrencies for

different platforms around the world with really low fees. It opens payment gateways for e-shops

irrespective of their type, at the same time allows you to have personal and business accounts via

Binance smart chain by which you can pay separately for your purchase that will make your

payments and purchases easy for you to handle and you would always have a saved history of

your transactions.

MONE T A R Y

F L E X I B I L I T Y :

W H I T E  P A P E R



Our platform provides facility to investors and buyers of our platform because it values the

comfort of our users and makes it available to them. This idea inspires the thought of launching

our app version of our website which will provide all the opportunities and amenities to our

customers so the person can be able to use, avail the benefits, get in touch with the updates, get

to know about the exchanges, investments and deposits all the time.

Other things like if you want to know about our platform including little to major details that how it

works, wants to read our Whitepaper, get to know about our plans, our Token details, Token

distribution, our road map, all are available on our website publically for our current users and

prospective users.

WEB  AND  A P P

V E R S I ON S

W H I T E  P A P E R



Tokens can also be customized to create any kind of statistic that you like. Custom tokens give

you complete control over the authentication process. You generate these tokens on your server,

pass them back to a client device, and then call sign In With Custom Token() to sign in

users.Cornatto Coin allows the customers to customize their token however and how much they

like and verify them for usage

CU S TOM  TOK EN

CR E A T I ON

P L A T FO RM :

W H I T E  P A P E R



Our platform provides the users with the wallet which is available on both either the website or

App version. Regarding the monetary flexibility, the wallet will help you with deposits,

withdrawals, exchange cryptocurrencies and fiat, which can also be done via debit cards. This

exchange will be done via the Binance platform so exchange fees will be really low. Deposits,

withdrawals, exchanges, conversion can be done by ATM as well and by an agent as well. This

proves that we keep up with our word Monetary Flexibility.

CORNA T TO

CO I N  WAL L E T :

W H I T E  P A P E R



Do you want to use your fiat or cryptocurrency to invest or want to exchange them with any fiat

currency or cryptocurrency around the world with low fees and fast exchanges and transactions?

Well, you have come to the right platform, Cornatto Coin provides this facility to all of their users

who want to invest, buy, sell, earn, deposit, withdraw, exchange by any currency available,

Cornatto Coin is the right platform to do it. Here, you can freely use all the above-mentioned

facilities without being afraid of the involvement of third-party with the surety of binance smart

chain platforms and smart contracts. This platform works via P2P that further ensures its safety

during your investment. Alongside all these benefits, Cornatto Coin provides you with the facility

to pay to any e-shops and real shops, payment gateway for POS (real shops, service providers).

You can also use Cornatto Coin for beneficial trading not only on this platform but also on the

other platforms as the main cryptocurrency or as a side cryptocurrency which expands its usage

to different platforms and increases its worth.

WHY  CORNA T TO

CO I N ?

W H I T E  P A P E R



TOKENNOMICS

CO I N  D E T A I L S

W H I T E  P A P E R

COIN NAME:--------------------------------------CORNATTO COIN
TYPE-------------------------------------------------------------------TRC20
TICKER CODE---------------------------------------------------------CNC
PLATFORM-----------------------------------------------------------TRON
TOTAL SUPPLY -----------------------------------------1000000000

CONT RAC T  ADDR E S S : T L 5 B V THAMG9QBCVBGXU 7HWHH8HQGDAQ4DD

NOT E :  YOU  P U RCHA S E  CNC  TH ROUGH  T RON  L I N K  A P P  B Y  SWAP  

NOT E :  OUR  I S  L I S T E D  ON  KO I N B A Z A R  E XCHANG E



ROAD MAP

PHASE 1

TOKEN CREATION
WEBSITE DEVLOPMENT 
LISTING DEX SALE
BUILDING MARKETING  

 
PHASE 2

BUILDING SOCIAL MEDIAL
TOKEN SWAP STARTED
INFLUENCER MARKETING
WHITE PAPER LAUNCH VER 1.0

PHASE 3 

 LISTING IN KOINBAZAR
EXCHANGE
LISTING IN COIN MARKET CAP
LISTING IN COINGECKO

W H I T E  P A P E R



HTTPS://WWW.KOINBAZAR.COM/

TRONLINK PRO APP -> DOWNLOAD VIA PLAYSTORE

HTTPS://JUSTSWAP.ORG/

W H I T E  P A P E R

CNC LISTED ON EXCHNAGES


